


 

 
 

One of the most famous and misunderstood stories 
of the Bible is known as the Witch of Endor. It is not 
the story of an evil woman, but a gifted medium, as 
she assisted her king in a time of crisis. We know her 
name to be Zephaniah, despite Bible translators’ 
attempts to deliberately eradicate her name from 
history. As you will soon discover, Bible translators 
kept twisting the Bible’s words, to mask the truth of 
Spirit communication from this story. 
 
In 1879, Rev. John Chadwick, who was the minister 
of the Second Unitarian Church in Brooklyn, NY 
published a book of his lectures entitled The Bible of 
To-day. He states: 
 

”The text of Samuel is more “CORRUPT” than that of any other book; that is 
to say, more mistakes have occurred in the transcription of manuscripts and 
more liberties have been taken by transcribers.”1 

 
One probable reason for this is the fact that the story of the Medium of Endor is a 
Biblical record of a séance, which is nothing more than a sitting for the purpose of 
obtaining psychic manifestations, or for communicating with the Spirit World. Most 
Bible translators want to hide this fact. The New International Bible labels this passage 
“Saul and the Witch of Endor.” but surprisingly the Anchor Bible labels this passage: 
the “Séance at Endor.” 

                                     
1 Chadwick, John White. The Bible of To-day: A course of Lectures. NY: G. P. Putnam’s Sons., 1878. p. 59. 



 

 
We will begin to examine this story using the King James Version [KJV]. 

Now Samuel was dead, and all Israel had lamented him, and buried him in 
Ramah. And Saul had put away those who had FAMILIAR SPIRITS, and the 
WIZARDS, out of the land.  

Familiar Spirits tw{b{a'h 

We will first examine the term familiar spirits. The Hebrew word that KJV translated as 
familiar spirits is (hawahavos) tw{b{a'h, which is the plural of bw{a (ôwb). 

James Strong in The New Strong’s Complete Dictionary of Bible Words, explains that: 

 bw{a (ôwb) is from the same root as [b'a (âb) father] (apparently through the 
idea of prattling a father’s name); probably a mumble, i.e. a water-skin (from 
the hollow sound); hence a necromancer (ventriloquist, as from a jar):—
bottle, familiar spirit.  

From this source we learn that bw{a (ôwb) is a talking father, whose voice is a bit 
hollow. Once one is knowledgeable about the Gifts of the Spirit, it is easy to understand 
why an bw{a (ôwb) or Spirit, could be associated with a “hollow sound.” A medium is 
one who can bring the words of a dead father, through the veil that separates the 
physical world from the Spirit World. For a non-gifted person to be able to hear the 
voice of a spirit, the medium must have the gift of Direct Voice. There are two types of 
Direct voice. The first is Independent Voice –– where the spirit creates a voice box from 
ectoplasm, taken from the medium’s body, and speaks through it. The voice can be soft, 
because it takes a tremendous amount of psychic energy to demonstrate this gift. The 
second type of direct voice is Trumpet Mediumship –– where spirit places the 
ectoplasmic voice box in a metal cone, to be used as a megaphone, to amplify the voice. 
However, the voice may now have a “tinny, hollow” quality. 



 

When I researched 198 different Old Testaments I found Bible translators created 43 
different phrases to translate tw{b{a'h (hawahavos) in this verse.  
 

1 SAMUEL 28: 3    tw{b{a'h 

Var. Bible Date Translation 
# of 
Bibles 

1 BELL 1818 basilisks 1 
2 SEPT 1954 belly speakers 2 
3 MOSES 1884 conjurers 1 
4 TFFR 1986 consult spirits of the dead 1 
5 OGD 1950 control of spirits 1 
6 JPS1 1917 divined by a ghost 6 
7 LAMSA 1933 diviners 1 
8 BREN 1844 divining spirits 4 
9 EWYC 1384 dyuynours  1 
10 KJV 1611 familiar spirits 47 
11 WMF 1975 fortunetellers 3 
12 FOX 1999 ghosts 2 
13 WBC 1983 images of ancestral spirit  1 
14 ARATJ 1987 lying oracles 1 
15 CPDV 2008 magi  1 
16 DOU 1609 magicians 6 
17 MOFF 1922 mediums 35 
18 GEDD 1792 necromancers 16 
19 SAWY 1861 NIB 24 
20 APB 2007 ones who deliver oracles 1 
21 LIVT 1994 ovoth  2 
22 NIrV 1996 people who get messages from those who have died 1 
23 EEBT 2003 people who tried to speak with dead people  1 
24 TANK 1985 recourse to ghosts 2 
25 AEB 2001 search for omens 1 
26 HAAK 1657 sooth-sayers 4 
27 GEN99 1599 sorcerers 4 
28 SHAR 1892 speaking bottles of ventriloquists 1 
29 NWT 1961 spirit mediums 3 
30 FENT 1922 spirit-raisers 1 
31 JB2000 2000 spiritists 1 
32 GFT 1999 spirits of prophecy  1 
33 CCB 1995 spirits of the dead 1 
34 NLFV 1986 spoke with spirits 1 
35 CEV 1995 spoke with the spirits of the dead. 1 
36 CJB 1998 tell the future by communicating with the dead  1 
37 CGV 2007 spiritists  1 
38 THB 2003 those who channel  1 
39 MESS 2002 those who held séances with the dead. 1 
40 NEB 1976 trafficked with ghosts 2 
41 NETS 2007 ventriloquists  1 
42 LWYC 1395 witches  1 
43 TYND 1537 women that had spirits of prophecy  5 



 

Two of these terms could use further explanation: 

! Basilisk is a legendary reptile reputed to be king of serpents and said to have the 
power to cause death with a single glance. 

! Magi an older word for a practitioner of magic, to include astrology, alchemy and 
other forms of esoteric knowledge.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wizards -- ~yin{[.DiY;h 

The second word that describes a gifted person in 1 Samuel 28:3 is ~yin{[.DiY;h 
Hayidonim, which KJV translated as WIZARDS. The Hebrew root word is yin{[.DiY yidone 

The Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament states: 

The word yin{[.DiY yidoni is derived from the root “to know” ([;d'y yâda).  

The New Strong’s Complete Dictionary of Bible Words explains [;d'y (yâda) to know as:  

a primitive root: to know (properly to ascertain by seeing).  

Therefore, ~yin{[.DiY;h (hayid’onim) were people who knew things by seeing them, or the 

knowing ones by seeing. Today, we would simply say that ~yin{[.DiY;h (hayid’onim), are 
clairvoyants. 
 
The Bible translators have created 37 terms to translate ~yin{[.DiY;h (hayid’onim). 
 



 

1 SAMUEL 28: 3      ~yin{[.DiY;h 

Var. Bible Date Translation # of Bibles 

1 AEB 2001 call to the dead  1 
2 CJB 1998 demonic spirit 1 
3 JBPR 1980 divine with the Jidoa bone 1 
4 THOM 1808 diviners 5 
5 COV 1535 expounders of tokens 1 
6 LWYC 1395 false dyuynours  1 
7 JPS1 1917 familiar spirit 10 
8 FOX 1999 favorable-spirits 1 
9 NAB 1970 fortune tellers 12 
10 WBC 1983 ghosts 1 
11 EWYC 1384 keepers of devils 1 
12 EPBT 1994 knowers  1 
13 TEV 1976 mediums 3 
14 GEDD 1792 necromancers 2 
15 ARATJ 1987 necromatic apparitions 1 
16 THB 2003 occult false prophets 1 
17 ROTH 1897 oracles 3 
18 WMF 1975 people using ESP 1 
19 NIrV 1996 people who talk to the spirits of the dead 1 
20 NWT 1961 professional foretellers of events 1 
21 BELL 1818 prognosticators 2 
22 GODWD 1995 psychics 2 
23 GRT 1540 soothsayers 16 
24 TYND 1537 sorcerers 6 
25 RAY 1799 speakers from the belly 1 
26 LITV 1995 spirit-knowers  1 
27 NASB 1960 spiritists 11 
28 NEB 1976 spirits 2 
29 KENT 1921 spirits of the dead 1 
30 NETS 2007 those in the know 1 

31 CLEAR 2000 those who claimed they could channel voices 
from men of the past 1 

32 OGD 1950 use of secret arts 1 
33 NLFV 1986 using their secret ways 1 
34 KJV 1611 wizards 66 
35 EPBL 1994 wizards knowers 1 
36 STONE 1996 Yidoni-diviners 1 
37 LIVT 1994 yidonim 2 

 

! The term Jidoa Bone could use further explanation: 
They would take the bone of an animal known as Jidoa, and place it in their 
mouth, whence it would speak. This beast had a human form in both its face 
and body. It had a cord protruding from its navel, which was rooted to the 
ground. The Jidoa was very fierce and would prey on all who came within 
the radius of its root.2 

                                     
2A. J. Rosenberg, ed. Samuel I : A New English Translation of the Text and Rashi. Digest. NY: Judaica Press, 1980. p. 229. 



 

If Bible translators have this much difficulty translating the two Hebrew words 
(hawahavos) tw{b{a'h and ~yin{[.DiY;h (hayid’onim), then how accurate can their 
translation be of other Hebrew words? Yet, thousands of people consider the Bible to be 
a flawless document, dictated directly from God, himself. So why are there such a long 
vocabulary lists for (hawahavos) tw{b{a'h and ~yin{[.DiY;h (hayid’onim)? 

The answer is that the theologians kept retranslating the Bible, in order to obscure the 
fact that psychic phenomena is in the Bible.  

The story continues: 

And when Saul saw the army of 
the Philistines, he was afraid. He 
asked the Lord what to do. But 
the Lord did not answer him at 
all, either by dreams or by the 
use of Urim and Thummim or by 
prophets.  
 

Saul went through all the correct 
channels, to get an answer from 
God. God approved of the Gift of 
dreams, since he communicated 
with Jacob and Joseph using that 
gift. God also approved of using 
Urim, which the priests used along 
with Thummin to practice 
divination, to get answers from God. 

The Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible explains what Urim and Thummin were. 
The functionary in charge of the divinatory implements was a priest, and 
inquires could be directed to any place where one carrying an ephod was 
present. . . Urim and Thummin were small objects, perhaps in the shape of 
dice, made of metal or precious stones and having some symbols impressed on 
them….The technique employed by the priest in handling the Urim and 
Thummim is not stated. Since they were kept in a pocket, the priest either 
shook them in the receptacle and then pulled one out, or used the same 
method as in the case of the lots—namely, he “cast” both of them on the 
ground or on any other surface…3 

                                     
3 Mendelsohn, I. The Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible Vol. IV. NY: Abington Press, 1962. p. 740. 



 

God says in Deuteronomy 18:10-12 that divination is “an abomination to the Lord.” 
Therefore, what makes it less abominable for priests to use divination? What allows 
priests to do something that God specifically forbids? Why was there a need for priests 
to use Urim and Thummim to learn the will of God? If priests were clairaudient and 
clairvoyant, they wouldn’t need props to learn God’s will. We have no account of 
Moses needing stones to have a discussion with God. He spoke with God face to face in a 
materialization séance,4 or God spoke with him clairaudiently.5 If priests were as gifted 
as Moses, they would be able to hear Spirit directly. There is only one reason priests 
needed external props to hear God—they were not gifted mediums.  

 
 

 
Returning to the story of Saul and the Medium of Endor. Verse 7 in CEV reads: 

Then Saul told his officers, “Find me a woman who can talk to the spirits of 
the dead. I’ll go to her and find out what’s going to happen.” His servants 
told him, “There’s a woman at Endor who can talk to spirits of the dead.” 

 
 The CEV Bible translates the Hebrew phrase Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B as a 
woman who can talk to the spirits of the dead. The translation of the Hebrew word 
Ba`alah t;l][;B is  mistress, female owner,  sorceress,  and necromancer.  

As cited in our discussion of Verse 3, bw{a (ôwb) is a talking father. Therefore, a Ba`alah 
'owb bw{a t;l][;B would be a female owner of a father/god (or ancestral god). 

The Hebrew phrase Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated 52 different ways in the 
198 versions of the Old Testament. Let us examine a few of the more unique variations.  

                                     
4 Exodus 33:11. 
5 Exodus Chapters 3 and 4. 



 

The first Bible translated into English was the Wycliffe Bible of 1384.  
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated as woman having a charming ghost. 

The second edition of the Wycliffe Bible of 1394 the translator changed his translation. 
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated as fiend speaking in the womb. 

The second Bible translated into English was Tyndale Bible of 1537. 
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated as a mistress of a spirit of prophecy. 

This translation makes it very clear, Saul was looking for a prophecy about his 
immediate future, therefore he consulted a Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B or a medium. 

King James Version 1611, the theologians writing the, decided to try to conceal the fact 
that the woman of Endor was a medium. Verse 7 reads:  

 “Then said Saul unto his servants, seek me A WOMAN THAT HATH A 
FAMILIAR SPIRIT, that I may go to her and enquire of her. And his servants said to 
him, Behold, there is a woman that hath a familiar spirit at Endor.” 

 One would have to admit that the phrase, "a spirit of prophecy" is more 
understandable to the average reader than the term "a familiar spirit." What exactly is a 
familiar spirit?  

The Oxford English Dictionary, the foremost dictionary in the English language, goes 
beyond giving the definitions of words, by also listing a historical chronology of the 
usage of words. The Oxford English Dictionary defines the word familiar as:  

 “Of or pertaining to one’s family or household.”   

 This meaning was first used in 1386.  The term familiar spirit did not come into 
usage until 1565. A familiar spirit by definition should therefore be, a Spirit pertaining 
to one's family, meaning a relative who died, and is now in the Spirit World, but who 
touches back often, and watches, and guides his family members who are still in the 
physical world.  

Looking at other translations… in the Revised Eastern Version [RAY] of 1799  
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated as a woman that speaketh from the belly. 



 

The Moffatt Bible published in 1922 provides us insight into the translator’s personal 
bias against mediumship.  

Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated as a witch 

The Moffatt translation is a deliberate, malicious misrepresentation of the truth and 
deceives its readers. The Hebrew word for witch is @eV;k (kashshâph). Anyone, even 
someone who cannot read a word of Hebrew, can recognize that bw{a t;l][;B (ba aals 

ôwb) and @eV;k (kashshâph) are not the same. Why does Mr. James Moffatt insert the 
word witch, with its negative connotation into this passage? An impartial, literal 
translation of the Hebrew word would not support the word witch in this text. This is 
one small example of a Bible translator inserting his own personal bias against 
mediumship into the holy text of the Bible. 

Is Mr. Moffat’s consistent with his translation? In 1 Samuel 28:7 a correct translation 
would label this gifted person as a woman. The EWYC reads:  

“Find me a woman having a charming ghost”  

If Mr. James Moffat were consistent he would also use the word witch for the word 
woman in John 2:4, when Jesus is speaking to his mother. However he doesn’t. The 
Moffat Translation of John 2:4 reads: 

Woman, said Jesus, "What have you to do with me?" 
 

If Mr. Moffat was consistent with his translation John 2:4 should read: 
Witch, said Jesus, "What have you to do with me?" 

Imagine the sheer horror, distress, and 
outrage that would rip through the soul of 
an orthodox Christian if the word - witch – 
that was applied to Zephaniah over the 
centuries of time, were used in describing 
Mary, who in some religions is considered a 
saint, and the mother of God! 

 



 

In the Basic Bible published in 1950, 
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated a woman who has control of a spirit. 

In the Knox Bible published in 1954, 
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated some woman that was an enchantress. 

In the Old Testament: an American Translation published in 1939,  
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated a woman who has a divining talisman. 

The New World Translation, the Jehovah Witnesses' Bible is the most accurate of all.  
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated a mistress of spirit mediumship. 

In the Modern Language Bible published in 1969, 
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated a woman who contacts spirits. 

In the Anchor Bible published in 1980, 
Ba`alah 'owb bw{a t;l][;B is translated a ghostwife. 

Here is the list of variations of the translation of the Hebrew phrase bw{a t;l][;B. 

1 SAMUEL 28: 7 bw{a t;l][;B 

Var. Bible Date Translation 
# of 
Bibles 

1 BERK 1969 a woman who contacts spirits 1 
2 WBC 1983 ancestral spirits 1 
3 OJB 2002 ba'alat ov  2 
4 THOM 1808 belly speaker 1 
5 EWYC 1384 charming ghost 1 
6 OGD 1950 control of a spirit 1 
7 JPS1 1917 divineth by a ghost 6 
8 CHAL 1750 divining spirit 11 
9 KNOX 1944 enchantress  
10 GEN60 1560 familiar spirit 2 
11 LWYC 1395 fiend speaking in the womb 56 
12 WMF 1975 fortune teller  1 
13 ANCR 1980 ghostwife 1 
14 ARATJ 1987 lying oracles 2 
15 ARTB 2008 master medium, 1 
16 KENT 1921 medium 1 
17 AMP 1965 medium [between the living and the dead] 33 
18 LIVT 1994 medium of an ov 1 
19 CGV 2007 mistress of a spirit 1 
20 GFT 1999 mistress of a spirit of prophecy 1 
21 JUSMI 1876 mistress of necromancy 1 
22 NWT 1961 mistress of spirit mediumship 2 
23 JER 1966 necromancer 1 



 

24 JBPR 1980 necromanceress 3 
25 FOX 1999 possessor of ghosts  
26 DOU 1609 pythonical spirit 1 
27 WELL 1861 skilled in necromancy 1 
28 MESS 2002 someone who can call up spirits 3 
29 HAAK 1657 soothsaying spirit 1 
30 UTV 2001 sorceress  1 
31 RAY 1799 speaketh from the belly 1 
32 SHAR 1892 speaking bottle 1 
33 CLEAR 2000 spirit medium 1 
34 TYND 1537 spirit of prophecy 1 
35 DARBY 1920 spirit of Python 5 
36 COV 1535 spirit of soothsaying 1 
37 JB2000 2000 spiritist 1 
38 BELL 1818 to raise a basilisk 1 
39 SEPT 1954 trance-speaker 1 
40 NETS 2007 ventriloquizing woman 1 
41 MOFF 1922 witch 1 
42 THB 2003 woman lord who channels 1 
43 NLFV 1986 woman who can speak with spirits 1 
44 AEB 2001 woman who can tell the future 3 
45 GODWD 1995 woman who conjures up the dead 1 
46 TANK 1985 woman who consults ghosts 1 
47 TFFR 1986 woman who consults the spirits of the dead 2 
48 APB 2007 woman who delivers oracles!  2 

49 NIrV 1996 
woman who gets messages from those who 
have died 1 

50 STONE 1996 woman who practices necromancy 1 

51 CJB 1998 
woman who tells the future by 
communicating with the dead 1 

52 HRB 2009 woman with the ability to call up the dead 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

We continue with the Bible story. 

And Saul disguised himself, and traveled at night, with his two faithful servants, 
until they came to Endor. He asked the Zephaniah to consult spirit, so he could find 
out who would win the battle with the Philistines.  

Verse 8 in the KJV reads: 
I pray thee divine unto me by the familiar spirit, and bring me him up whom 
I shall name unto thee. 

In this verse we will examine the verb that KJV translated as divine. The Hebrew 
word kawsome yimw{s'q meaning to practice divination. Again we discover a long list 

of 44 Words and phrases to translations for this single Hebrew word. What is so 
interesting in this example is the list is so long, despite the fact that 100 Bibles use 
the same word divine. 

 



 

 
1 SAMUEL 28: 8  yimw{s'q 

Var. Bible Date Translation # of Bibles 
1 DART 1950 Bring me him up 1 
2 WMF 1975 Bring to me a person from the spirit world 1 
3 EEBT 2003 Bring up a certain dead man 1 
4 WETC 2001 Bring up a ghost  1 
5 RKB 2009 Bring up from the dead  1 
6 CEV 1995 Bring up the ghost 1 
7 NIrV 1996 Bring up the spirit of the dead person 1 
8 FENT 1922 Call to a spirit  1 
9 NIBEV 2008 Conduct a seance 2 
10 GEN99 1599 Conjecture 4 
11 ALTER 1999 Conjure  1 
12 LIVT 1994 Conjure an ov  1 
13 NASB 1960 Conjure up  3 
14 THOM 1808 Consult (a familiar spirit) 3 
15 MESS 2002 Consult a ghost  1 
16 NIV 1978 Consult a spirit  4 
17 CLEAR 2000 Consult the spirits 4 
18 GODWD 1995 Consult with a dead person for me 1 
19 JER 1966 Disclose the future to me 2 
20 EWYC 1384 Divine 100 
21 NETS 2007 Do seek divinations for me  1 
22 NWT 1961 Employ divination 1 
23 NET 1999 Engage in divination 1 
24 GEDD 1792 Exert thy skill in necromancy 1 
25 HAAK 1657 Foretell  1 
26 BECK 1976 Get me information by a spirit, 1 
27 NLT 1996 I have to talk to a man who has died 1 
28 INCP 2007 I need to know the future 1 
29 LIV 1971 I've got to talk to a dead man 1 
30 KENT 1921 Inquire 4 
31 AMP 1965 Perceive  1 
32 COV 1535 Prophecy  7 
33 THB 2003 Seek the future by magic  1 
34 ETR 1987 Show the future 1 
35 ICB 1986 Talk to a spirit for me 3 
36 NEB 1976 Tell me my fortunes 2 
37 RDB 1982 Tell me the future (through a spirit) 2 
38 CGV 2007 Tell my fortune 1 
39 NAB 1970 Tell my fortune through a ghost 2 
40 APB 2007 Use oracles 1 
41 KNOX 1944 Use thy enchantments 1 
42 BYIN 1972 Use your power (as medium)  2 
43 NLFV 1986 Use your secret ways  1 
44 OGD 1950 With the help of the spirit which you have 1 



 

Continuing with the Bible story: 

The woman was annoyed with this stranger, because King Saul had banished and 
killed all the gifted people. She suspected that this stranger was trying to entrap her 
in a capital crime. 

Saul promised that no one would harm her, and Zephaniah agrees to read for the 
stranger. She asked him the identity of the spirit person he wanted to contact. Saul 
answered he wanted to talk with the prophet Samuel. 

Suddenly, Zepheniah screams, as she recognizes the Spirit of Samuel, and realize 
that she is reading for King Saul. Again, Saul reassures her that no harm will come 
to her, and asks her what she sees. Her response is very interesting. She says, “I saw 
gods ascending out of the earth.” [KJV]  

 



 

 
And the king said to her, “Do not be afraid; but what do you see?” And the 
woman said to Saul, “I see a divine being coming up out of the earth.” 
[NASB] 

!
The original Hebrew text uses the word ~yih{l/a a (Elohim), which  is translated 
thousands of times in the Hebrew Bible as God. However, in this verse there seems to 
be some question as to the meaning of the word ~yih{l/a  (Elohim). Suddenly, the Bible 

translators have become confused, and have created 35 unique variations to translate 

~yih{l/a (Elohim).  

        



 

 
1 SAMUEL 28: 13   ~yih{l/a 

Var. Bible Date Translation # of 
Bibles 

1 BOTR 1824 a chief 1 
2 SPUR 1885 a dignitary 1 
3 NJER 1985 a ghost 2 
4 TNIV 2001 a ghostly figure  1 
5 REB 1989 a ghostly form 2 
6 TYND 1537 a god 39 
7 AMP 1965 a god [terrorizing superhuman being]  1 
8 VW 2009 a god-like one  1 
9 JPS1 1917 a godlike being 9 
10 BERK 1969 a godlike form  1 
11 FISCH 1997 a godlike man  1 
12 STONE 1996 a great man  1 
13 RAY 1799 a magistrate 1 
14 SSBE 1981 a mighty one  1 
15 KEN 1860 a personage 1 
16 NAB 1970 a preternatural being  1 
17 LIV 1971 a specter 1 
18 NKJV 1982 a spirit 17 
19 BELL 1818 a supreme 1 
20 LIVT 1994 an angel 1 
21 ROSN 1977 an elohim  3 
22 ARATJ 1987 angel of the Lord  1 
23 JBPR 1988 angels  1 
24 FENT 1922 Divine Messengers  1 
25 UTV 2001 elohim 6 
26 GEDD 1792 god-like figure 1 
27 QJV 1994 goddesses 1 
28 EWYC 1384 gods 54 
29 EPBL 1994 gods elohim  1 
30 AEB 2001 Judges 1 
31 APB 2007 magistrates  1 
32 CLEAR 2000 many spirits  1 
33 NET 1999 one like a god  1 
34 WMF 1975 various forms  1 
35 SMITH 1867 words of Samuel 1 

 
For once the theologians have done us a favor, and have cleared up a point instead of 
confusing us. The words in this list are all supposed to have the same meaning. This 
reinforces the concept that Jesus taught in John 4:24: God is Spirit. The Medium of 
Endor materialized the Spirit of Samuel, just as Joshua and Moses materialized the 
Spirit of Jehovah in the Meeting Tent, in Exodus 33:7-11.  



 

 
Saul asks the medium, “What does it look like?” She replied, ““It's an old man 
coming up,” and He is wearing a cloak.” Immediately, Saul recognized that it was 
Samuel, and he bowed to the ground in respect. 

Samuel was annoyed with Saul and asked him, “Why have you disturbed me?” Saul 
explains the impending war with the Philistines. Then Samuel tells Saul, that he will 
loose the war, and he and his sons will be killed in the battle.” Saul falls to the 
ground and is terrified by the news. He was weak, because he had not eaten 
anything all day and all night.  

Zephaniah comes out of her trance, and sees Saul in a highly emotional state. She 
insists that he eat a meal before he leaves. She prepares a meal of meat and 
unleavened bread. Saul and his servants eat, and begin their journey home that 
night. 

 
 



 

 
We are going to consult the Midrash to supplement the Bible’s Story of the Medium of 
Endor. The Midrash is a Hebrew word meaning interpretation. It is a book of rabbinical 
interpretations of the Old Testament writings. The Midrash consists of an oral history of 
the events of the Bible, providing background, motivations, and stories omitted from 
the biblical text. It was written down after the destruction of the second temple in 
Jerusalem between the 2nd and 11th centuries.  

When we compare this story in the Midrash, with the Bible’s text, we discover that the 
writers of the Bible deliberately omitted many important details from this story.  

The name of the woman, who lived in Endor, was Zephaniah, which according to Pirke 
Rabbi Eliezer, a book of Jewish writing, Zephaniah means “the hidden one.”6 This is truly 
ironic, since so much about Zephaniah’s life has been hidden for centuries. For example, 
Zephaniah had been a practicing medium for 40 years!7 

According to the Midrash, Zephaniah was an educated woman. She studied bw{a Ôwb 
magic in order to teach it to!"#$%&'(!The Sanhedrin [the Jewish court] was permitted to 
learn the rules of bw{a ôwb and yin{[.DiY Yidoni, if they required it for the purpose of 
judging.8 Yet, this contradicts what is written in the Bible.!
 
1 Chronicles 10:13-14 [NASB] clearly states: 

So Saul died for his trespass which he committed against the Lord, because 
of the word of the Lord which he did not keep; and also because he asked 
counsel of a medium, making inquiry of it, and did not inquire of the Lord. 
Therefore He killed him, and turned the kingdom to David the son of Jesse. 

                                     
6 Ginzberg, Louis. The Legends of the Jews. Vol. 6. Philadelphia, PA: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1982. p. 236. 
7 Ginzberg, Louis. The Legends of the Jews. Vol. 6. Philadelphia, PA: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1982. p. 236. 
8 Weissman R. The Family Midrash Say: A Digest of The Book of Shmuel 1 based upon Rashi, Rishonim and Midrashim. Brooklyn, NY: Bnay 
Yakov Publications, 1997. p. 276. 



 

If consulting an bw{a ôwb were such a horrific sin, then why were the Jewish members 
of the Sanhedrin permitted the opportunity of learning the technique to communicating 
with an bw{a ôwb? 

The Bible says in 1 Samuel 28:7 that Saul asked his two servants to find a medium. The 
)*+&,'$! tells us that they were not servants, but generals of the Army. -.&#$%&/"&%0!
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God or gods? 

The Hebrew word ~yih{l/a (Elohim) used in Verse 13, is a plural noun. This indicates the 

correct translation of ~yih{l/a (Elohim) would be gods. [“And the woman said unto Saul, 
I saw gods ascending out of the earth.”  [KJV]]. This created a dilemma; since the Jewish 
people believed there is only one God. To avoid the issue of whether God is singular or 
plural, the Midrash comes up with this explanation. 
 
Moses accompanied Samuel, to speak with Saul14, this is why the plural word ~yih{l/a 

(Elohim) was used in the 1 Samuel 28:13. Only Zephaniah saw Samuel (and Moses?), not 
Saul, which would indicate that Zephaniah was using the gift of clairvoyance (which 
would qualify the use of the word ~yin{[.DiY;h (hayid’onim).  
 

Spirit standing on its head! 

In his book entitled the "Legends of the Jews" Louis Ginzberg explains how the medium of 
Endor knew that she was reading for King Saul, without acknowledging the fact that 
she knew this psychically.  
  

”The king did not reveal his identity, but the witch had no difficulty in 
recognizing her visitor. In necromancy the peculiar rule holds good that 
unless it is summoned by a king, a spirit raised from the dead appears head 
downward and feet in the air. Accordingly, when the figure of Samuel stood 
upright before them, the witch knew that the king was with her.”15  

· The Midrash claims that God did not want Samuel to appear through the use of ôwb 
magic.  
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· The dead person who appears through bw{a ôwb magic appears upside down, because 
they appear through the power of impurity.  
 
Jewish scholars had a dilemma on their hands. Samuel spoke with Saul through 
mediumship. Yet, the priesthood wanted to discourage the Hebrews from seeking a 
medium’s council instead of their own. Therefore, they created negative mythology 
about this event. Claiming a spirit is standing on its head to speak with a physical 
person is utter nonsense. Yet, it demonstrates how far, theologians will go to conceal the 
facts that physical people can communicate with Spirit through mediumship. 
 
Samuel appeared upright, because God allowed him to come and speak with Samuel. 
This confirms that it was the actual Spirit of Samuel that returned to speak with Saul, 
through the mediumship of Zephaniah. This proves that mediumship is possible.  
 

Fictitious Samuel 

However some Bible translators do not wish the reader to accept the validity of 
mediumship. In the RAY Bible of 1799, the translator again inserted his opinion into the 
Bible text: 
 

And the fictitious Samuel said to Saul, why hast thou disquieted me, to 
bring me up? 1 Samuel 28:15 [RAY] 

 
Interesting Fact stated Clair Stobart's book entitled "The Open Secret." 
 

 (94)”And it is at least interesting to realize that in the Hebrew the word 
‘Endor’ means ‘possessing rare qualities’ -- of a supernormal nature.”16  
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There is evidence that Samuel appeared to Saul, through the Gift of Materialization, in 
an ectoplasmic body and was not a fictitious fraud.  

1. Following the rules of evidential mediumship, Zephaniah describes Samuel even 
to his mantle or robe.  

2. The materialized form is described as ascending from the ground. When a Spirit 
materializes it does so from the ground up. If this story were fictitious, its author 
would have been ignorant of the gift of materialization would have said that the 
apparition dropped from the heavens, or came through the door or walls. 

3. Saul recognized Samuel. If Saul had not recognized Samuel, he would not have 
fallen to the ground in fear.  

The story of the medium of Endor, more than any other in the Bible has given 
theologians a problem. Mediumship, in the form of a psychic reading is being 
discussed. The theologians, who desperately wanted to preserve their position of being 
the intermediary between God (Spirit) and the people, diligently worked on concealing 
this fact by obscuring it with lengthy vocabulary lists of jargon, and false mythology. 

Despite their attempts, the truth prevails. Saul spoke to the Spirit of Samuel, who 
correctly prophesied Saul’s fate. Saul died in battle, the next day, just as Samuel 
predicted.  

Furthermore, although they labeled this story Saul and the Witch of Endor, the 
theologians’ attempt to demonize the medium has failed. Zephaniah name is found 
outside of the Bible. Despite the fact that she was exhausted from doing psychic work, 
Zephaniah volunteered her time, to prepare a meal for her visitors. Would a demonic, 
malicious witch perform this act of kindness? No, the medium Zephaniah’s compassion 
was preserved in the text of the Holy Bible. 



 

!
The story of the medium of Endor 

1. Proves the validity of mediumship. 

2. Is one of the many examples in the Bible, where a king sought a medium 
(prophet) to predict future events. 

3. Provides examples of how the editors of the Bible tried to erase the truth from 
the text of the Bible. 

4. Provides examples of how Bible translators, seek to hide the truth under a rubble 
of vocabulary word, and often insert their own biases into the text of the Holy 
Bible. 

So after all our digging through the piles of slanderous language, and years of dust 
theologians shoveled over the truth, we have confirmed that Zephaniah was not a 
witch, but a medium. 
 




